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Abstract. Predicting the crowd behavior in complex environments is
a key requirement for crowd and disaster management, architectural
design, and urban planning. Given a crowd’s immediate state, current
approaches must be successively repeated over multiple time-steps for
long-term predictions, leading to compute expensive and error-prone re-
sults. However, most applications require the ability to accurately predict
hundreds of possible simulation outcomes (e.g., under different environ-
ment and crowd situations) at real-time rates, for which these approaches
are prohibitively expensive. We propose the first deep framework to in-
stantly predict the long-term flow of crowds in arbitrarily large, real-
istic environments. Central to our approach are a novel representation
CAGE , which efficiently encodes crowd scenarios into compact, fixed-size
representations that losslessly represent the environment, and a modi-
fied SegNet architecture for instant long-term crowd flow prediction. We
conduct comprehensive experiments on novel synthetic and real datasets.
Our results indicate that our approach is able to capture the essence of
real crowd movement over very long time periods, while generalizing to
never-before-seen environments and crowd contexts.3
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1 Introduction

Predicting the behavior of human crowds in complex environments is a key re-
quirement in a multitude of application areas, including crowd and disaster man-
agement, architectural design, and urban planning [38]. In recent years, crowds
research has been receiving increasing attention from the computer vision com-
munity [33,53,6,13,3,46,30,40,55,49]. These works have largely focused on the
estimation of a crowd’s size, while some others [43,2,1,56,14] have tackled the
prediction of “crowd flow” at a fixed future time-step. Crowd flow is the cu-
mulative distribution of crowd dynamics over an environment for a certain time

3 The associated Supplementary Material, models, and datasets are available at
github.com/SSSohn/LTCF.

https://github.com/SSSohn/LTCF
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interval. This notion has been well-studied because it is critical for understanding
and managing the movement of large crowds in confined spaces [8]. In contrast
to these tasks, we formulate the novel task of long-term crowd flow prediction. In
this context, the term “long-term” indicates that crowd flow is predicted over the
full simulation duration (i.e., until all agents have reached their goals), instead
of over a small, fixed duration. The long-term task requires repetitions of the
comparatively short-term task, which will naturally lead to error propagation
over long prediction durations and become prohibitively expensive for real-time
applications. Some current approaches are unable to predict long-term crowd
flow because only one snapshot of the initial crowd configuration is given [1,2].
Others present a tradeoff between computational efficiency, prediction accuracy,
and scenario complexity for predictions on arbitrary large, complex environments
with high-density crowds (in terms of the environment and crowd size) [43,56],
each of which is critical for real-time decision-making in real-world applications,
such as evacuation planning. In order to escape this continuum, we tackle this
new problem as a whole (not as a repeating subproblem like others have) and
present the first accurate and instantaneous prediction of long-term crowd move-
ment characteristics in complex environmental and crowd scenarios [17].
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Fig. 1: Proposed Approach. (I) Deep Long-term Crowd Flow Prediction Framework.
(II) Process for CAGE encoding and decoding.

We propose a unified deep framework (Fig. 1) to perform long-term crowd
flow prediction in realistic scenarios where environments can be arbitrarily large
and complex, and crowd densities can be both low and high. This is made pos-
sible through the following main contributions: (1) We propose a novel CAGE

representation consisting of Capacity, Agent, Goal, and Environment-oriented
information, which can compress environments of arbitrary size and high com-
plexity, into a fixed-size image-like representation while preserving the key envi-
ronmental characteristics, which are critical for predicting the crowd movement.
(2) In order to overcome the challenge of obtaining real-world data, we develop
a synthetic dataset of procedurally generated environments, dynamically simu-
lated crowd flows, and statically derived “proxy” crowd flows (which have more
error but are more efficient to compute), for model training and evaluation. (3)
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While the framework is model-agnostic, we have specifically chosen the efficient
SegNet architecture [4], modified to accept as input the CAGE representation (a
3D tensor) and predict the crowd flow. We demonstrate the efficacy of CAGE in
encoding environments of any size and the evaluate prediction accuracy across
environmental conditions, amounts of compression, crowd densities (from sparse
to extremely dense crowds), and contexts (from crowds moving toward a sin-
gle goal to multiple goals) using models trained on proxy and simulated crowd
flow data. We showcase the model’s ability to capture the essence of real human
crowd behavior while permitting extrapolation to new and unseen situations.
Our research lays a strong foundation towards the application of deep long-term
crowd-flow prediction in applications including disaster and security manage-
ment, computer-aided architectural design, and urban planning.

2 Related Work

Crowds research has been gaining attention from within the computer vision
community in tackling problems such as pedestrian detection [49,3,53], crowd
counting [33,6,30,40,55], crowd density estimation [13], and crowd flow predic-
tion. Crowd flow prediction, our focus, is a spatio-temporal problem, which
bears a similarity to crowd density estimation. The estimation of a crowd’s
density is normally performed on a camera image or video of a crowd, and
the task is to determine the crowd’s distribution over a space [52,25,54,42,21].
Meanwhile, the prediction of crowd flow attempts to determine the aggregation
of crowd densities across the temporal axis, which encodes the crowd’s move-
ment [1,2,16,56,14,43,50]. The problem can take two forms: predictions in the
short-term or long-term. Regardless of whether by rule-based simulators or deep-
learning-based models, tackling long-term crowd flow prediction with short-term
approaches relies on successive, expensive predictions of the crowd’s future state
over short time intervals (i.e, predicting the crowd motion at the next time step,
then using the predicted crowd motion to continue predicting until termination).
Computational time and resources are wasted in using short-term predictors for
the cases where only the aggregated long-term analysis is necessary (e.g., iden-
tifying locations in the environment that will cause congestion). In contrast to
the previous works, we predict crowd behaviors in the long term.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been prevalently deployed in the
domain of crowds [48,36,39,19,24], with applications in crowd counting [41,12,27]
[23,45,44] and density estimation [22,15,51,20]. CNNs have also shown promise
for predicting crowd dynamics [18,50]. Behavior-CNN [47] models pedestrian
behaviors in crowded scenes with applications to walking path prediction, desti-
nation prediction, and tracking. ST-ResNet [50] and STRCNs [16] forecast the
inflow and outflow of crowds in every region of a city. CSRNet [19] can under-
stand and recognize highly congested scenes. Variants of CNNs (with recurrence)
are also used to predict short-term crowd dynamics [14,56,16]. Given the com-
plexity of the scenarios that we propose to tackle, we cannot rely on the same
datasets as prior works, since these are not representative of concerted crowd
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flows at different densities. This compels us to generate our own dataset. We
employ a deep convolutional encoder-decoder architecture for the instant pre-
diction of long-term crowd flow. Our task is similar to crowd density estimation
in terms of the visual format of the output. However, we do not generate a den-
sity map for a static crowd configuration as aforementioned works have. Instead,
we predict the aggregated change in a crowd’s configuration over a long, future
time interval.
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Fig. 2: Model performance on different density levels in small environments (no com-
pression involved). See Section 4.3 for color-coding.

3 Method

We formulate the problem of long-term crowd flow prediction as follows:

Definition 1. (Long-Term Crowd Flow Prediction): Given an initial crowd sce-
nario, consisting of environment, agent, and goal information, at time t0 and
time tl at which the last agent will reach its goal, Long-Term Crowd Flow
Prediction aims to predict the aggregated crowd flow, i.e., the log-frequency with
which agents appear in each location of the environment from t0 to tl.

3.1 Preliminaries

In predicting long-term crowd flow, we do not limit ourselves with a fixed-size en-
vironment or simplistic crowd configurations. We aim specifically to make these
predictions for an arbitrary crowd configuration in a built environment of any
size that moves toward arbitrary goal locations. As raw input, we are given a
matrix E ∈ {0, 1}n×n, which stores a 2D discretization of a built environment
where each cell’s width and height represent the size of one person. The diameter
of the agents is 0.6 × 0.6 meters2 in the simulated data, which makes the envi-
ronment size between 0.6n × 0.6n m2. In matrix E ∈ {0, 1}n×n, navigable cells
have value 0 and non-navigable cells have value 1. We add paddings with value 1
for environments that are not in a square shape. Another matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n
is used to represent the unique initial agent locations, where the cells occupied
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by an agent have value 1, and all others are 0. The matrix G ∈ {0, 1}n×n stores
in each cell whether the cell contains one of the agents’ goals. We use index pair
(i, j) to denote a location in the matrices, where i = 1..n and j = 1..n. The
crowd flow prediction output Y ∈ [0, 1]n×n is calculated for each navigable cell
in environment E as the normalized logarithm of the number of times any agent
appears in the cell (i, j). As defined earlier, long-term crowd flow aggregates the
crowd states across all time steps in the interval. In this work’s datasets, we have
configured the time steps to be 0.02 seconds.

We further represent G ∈ {0, 1}n×n with the matrix G ∈ [0, 1]n×n, which
stores in each cell the normalized path distance to its closest goal location. Agents
can have multiple goals, which are encoded into G by the following procedure. We
transform each goal location g := (i, j) into a distance matrix D(g) ∈ [0,∞)n×n,
where each cell is the non-normalized shortest path length from that cell to the
closest goal using Theta* [29]. The resulting distance information D(g) for each
goal is then aggregated into G by taking the minimum value across the distance
matrices for each cell, G = ming D(g), which is subsequently normalized. The
resulting G encodes not only where goals are located (i.e., wherever Gi,j = 0),
but also how far an agent is from its goal. Fig. 4 visualizes multiple goals in its
second row. The implication of G is that agents can perform pathfinding to find
the shortest path to its goal, which is ubiquitous among crowd simulators.

The resulting input representation is X =
[
A,G,E

]
, for which the scale of

the environment is dependent on the diameter of agents (which is equal to the
width of a cell in E). This means that a cell can represent an exact capacity of one
agent per cell. However, there is a certain inflexibility to this representation for
predicting crowd flow Y from X. With a fixed number n, E cannot capture the
size of an arbitrary input environment. We resolve this problem by converting the
variable-size agent-centric representation X into a fixed-size environment-centric
one X′ through our novel CAGE encoding and decoding techniques. The proposed
framework bridges these two representations (Fig. 1). The pipeline consists of
three major stages: (a) the CAGE-encoding of raw data, (b) the prediction of
crowd flow, and (c) the CAGE-decoding of the prediction. The predictor takes as
input the CAGE representation X′, which is computed by compressing the original
input X to a fixed-size representation compatible with the predictive model’s
input (Sec. 3.3). If compression has occurred, then the decompression stage is

needed in order to view the predicted crowd flow Ŷ′ on the original environment
Ŷ. Next, we describe CAGE and propose a variant to the CNN architecture for
instant long-term crowd flow prediction.

3.2 CAGE Representation

Fig. 1 (II) illustrates the CAGE encoding and decoding process, described below.

Encoding. Given an axis-aligned real environment in its discretized form En×n,
we apply a compression method that preserves environmental information and
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reduces the dimensions of E to n′ × n′, where n′ <= n4. This is achieved by
maintaining the local navigability between cells, while warping their capacities
(i.e., the maximum number of agents that can occupy them). For this, we require
two additional “channels” of information Cx ∈ [0, 1]n

′×n′
and Cy ∈ [0, 1]n

′×n′

for storing capacities: one for capacity along the x-axis and the other for capacity
along the y-axis. Before compression, both Cx and Cy consists of ones, meaning
that each cell has a capacity of 1 agent per cell. Cx and Cy for compressed
environments are calculated as follows. First, based on E, we introduce another
two n × n matrices, Vx and Vy, which encode the visibility of E, i.e., in each
navigable cell (i, j), Vx

i,j stores the number of visible cells along the x-axis (the
number of successive navigable cells without being blocked by any non-navigable
cells along the x-axis). Vy is computed in a similar way but along the y-axis
(Fig. 1 II.d). Combining Vx and Vy, we form matrix Vx,y of dimension n× n,
in which cell (i, j) stores values from Vx and Vy in the form of (Vx

i,j ,V
y
i,j).

The p× q successive cells (forming a region of size p× q) in Vx,y that share the
same value are the cells that can be merged into a single cell in the compressed
environment. A proof of the above procedure’s optimality has been provided
in the Supplementary Material. As the capacity of that single cell (newly com-
pressed) along the x-axis corresponds to q agents per cell and along the y-axis
corresponds to p agents per cell, the value of that single cell becomes 1/q in Cx

and 1/p in Cy. The total capacity of that single cell (newly compressed) is p×q.
By manipulating Cx and Cy, regions in E are able to be compressed. After the
above procedure, navigable regions in the original environment are compressed
and become smaller, but the compressed environment remains the same size as
the original environment with dimensions n×n. However, there is an increase in
the amount of non-navigable cells in the borders. The outer rows and columns
that are entirely non-navigable can be removed, thus decreasing the dimensions
of the compressed environment by (n−n′) along both the x- and y-axes. In this
way, E is now transformed into E′. For our framework, we have used n′ = 112
and an agent radius of 0.3, which allows us to encode environments from size
67 × 67 m2 to at least 336 × 336 m2 in our dataset, but this size can exceed
beyond 17, 136× 17, 136 m2. By explicitly encoding the amount of compression,
our predictive model does not need to infer the scale of the input. Other works
such as Switch-CNN [35] rely on giving different scales to different regressors.

The CAGE encoding of E affects channels A and G as well. For the compressed
environment, A′ ∈ [0, 1]n×n represents agent density, instead of binary agent
presence. The compressed cell’s value in A′ is the total number of agents among
the corresponding original cells in the uncompressed environment divided by the
total capacity of that compressed cell. For the G′ ∈ [0, 1]n×n of a compressed
environment, each of its cells takes on the minimum G-value of the original cells
that are being compressed into this single cell, as this is consistent with the
aforementioned use of G , i.e., in finding the shortest path. Although some in-

4 If n < n′, A, E, and G are padded with row and columns to become n′×n′. In this
case, A′, E′, and G′ are equal to A, E, and G. Cx and Cy are matrix of dimension
n′ × n′ with all entry values as 1.
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formation from A and G is lost during compression, erroneous compression of E
can more adversely affect the crowd flow prediction (e.g., a thin wall disappear-
ing), so we primarily seek to encode E losslessly, while maintaining a fixed bound
of the imprecision in A′ and G′, limited to the decompressed region. The re-
sulting CAGE representation constitutes of 5 channels, X′ =

[
Cx,Cy,A′,G′,E′

]
,

where the prime symbol indicates that a matrix has been compressed to n′×n′.
When training our predictive model, CAGE is also used to encode the ground

truth crowd flow Y into compressed crowd flow Y′ (Fig. 1 II.e), for the cases
of model input being compressed. As a region of cells in Y is compressed into a
single cell in Y′, we sum up the crowd flow values in the original cells and divide
by the total capacity of the compressed cell. This CAGE encoding technique is
now equipped to represent a nearly infinite number of compressed environments
and crowd scenarios within n′ × n′. Other image resampling techniques cannot
do the same without losing some environment information. We have evaluated
CAGE with other techniques such as nearest-neighbor, area, bilinear, bicubic, and
Lanczos resampling for environments from our dataset, and we find that all
other techniques consistently produce artifacts such as blurring [31], while CAGE

is pixel-perfect (provided in the Supplementary Material). While CAGE is not
guaranteed to compress a random environment, typical real-world environments
are structured and, therefore, more likely to be compressed to n′ × n′. Further-
more, we provide a variant of the compression procedure for non-axis-aligned
environments (Supplementary Material Fig. 3) that yields the same representa-
tion with some loss of environmental information.
Decoding. After the crowd flow is predicted on the compressed representation
X′ (denoted by Ŷ′), decompression can be achieved by using Cx and Cy (Fig. 1

II.f). The value of a compressed cell in Ŷ′ is duplicated back to the original cells

that formed this compressed cell. In this way, we can turn Ŷ′ with dimension
n′ × n′ into Ŷ of dimension n × n. CAGE considers each cell value in Ŷ′ as the
average crowd flow in a cell, and when CAGE decodes Ŷ′, it recovers the original
amount of crowd flow that was in the same compressed region. If prediction is
perfectly accurate, the sum of values in Ŷ is equal to the sum of values in Y.
This can produce some aliasing artifacts, but since crowd flow is smooth, it is
less affected by this.

3.3 Crowd-Flow Prediction

CAGE-encoded representations are effectively 5-channel images, which motivates
our use of Convolutional Neural Networks. For the predictor (b) in Fig. 1, we
modified SegNet [4] to facilitate the deep prediction of the complex crowd flows.
We favor ourselves in modifying SegNet out of the following reasons: (1) SegNet
is a symmetrical architecture with the ability to encode image-like representa-
tions to low dimensions, and map the low-resolution representation back to its
full input resolution, perfectly serving our purposes. The mapping also has supe-
riority in delineating objects of small sizes and in retaining boundary information
for structured prediction without having as many trainable parameters as mod-
els such as U-Net [34]. (2) SegNet has the capability to extract, preserve, and
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understand appearance, shape, and the spatial-relationship information from
the input image representation, which is beneficial for us to differentiate agents,
obstacles, and navigable areas, and to capture the spatial-temporal correlation
behind the scene. (3) SegNet is smaller and easier to train in an end-to-end
fashion than many other CNN architectures such as [28,26]. It is designed to
be efficient in memory and computational time especially in inference, which is
crucial for our application scenarios (e.g. predicting long-term crowd flow to aid
timely plan-making for emergency evacuations).
Network Architecture. The modified SegNet still has a symmetrical con-
volutional encoder-decoder architecture like the original SegNet. We made the
following 2 changes. First, we removed the 3 outermost layers from both the
encoder and decoder to allow inputs and outputs with dimensions of 112× 112,
instead of the original 224×224. This is because 224×224 is unnecessarily large
for our dataset. The architecture of the modified SegNet can be seen in Fig. 1 (I),
in which all convolutional layers utilize 3× 3 convolution kernels and 1 padding.
Second, the original SegNet is designed for image segmentation. Therefore, its
last layer is a softmax for pixel-wise labeling. The prediction of long-term crowd
flow is a regression task, so we have substituted the last layer with a sigmoid
layer to predict the compressed output.
Training Details and Loss Function. For the modified SegNet, the encoder
and decoder weights are all initialized following [10]. Stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) with a fixed learning rate of 0.01 and momentum of 0.9 is used as the
optimizer [5]. The batch size is set to 64, and the training set is shuffled before
each epoch. We train the model with 200 epochs and use the same set of hyper-
parameters for each of the following model variants. We select model hyper-
parameters according to the validation performance. The batch size, learning
rate and the momentum value are chosen empirically to obtain the best valida-
tion result from sets {32, 64, 128}, {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}, and {0.8, 0.9} respectively.
Adaptive learning rates have been considered but we find that the fixed one
remains to be the most effective. We use mean absolute error as the objective
loss function. The size of the training set (10% for validation) and the size of
the testing set vary for each model variant, which we will describe in detail in
Section 5.

4 Experimental Preliminaries

4.1 Synthetic Datasets

We have compiled a large dataset of synthetic environments and crowd movement
for model training and evaluation.
Synthetic Environments. The work in [7] establishes a comprehensive tax-
onomy of floorplans based on observations of the exterior shapes and interior
organizations of modern architecture. We have re-purposed this taxonomy in or-
der to generate floorplans instead of classifying them. For this study, a dataset of
over 84,000 floorplans was procedurally generated. We describe the particulars
of our generator in the Supplementary Material.
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Fig. 3: Model performance on different compression rates (CR).

Simulated Crowd Flow. The crowd flow data that we use as ground truth
must either be taken from the real world or simulated. It is quite difficult to
acquire real-world crowd flows in varied environments and scenarios, so we have
instead opted to simulate crowd flow using the Social Force model (SF) [11].
Our choice of the SF model is based on the model’s computational efficiency
and widespread use to this day in fields such as architecture, urban planning,
and transportation engineering.

The simulated crowd flow has been generated under two crowd scenarios:
scenarios with a single goal where agents are uniformly distributed across the
environment, and multi-goal and non-uniform scenarios (MGNU), where agents
share multiple goals and are distributed in clusters. Using an open-source simula-
tor [37], it takes over 167 hours to produce 7,800 crowd flow images in a 112×112
environment, making it prohibitively expensive to produce larger dataset with
larger environments. Therefore, it is desirable to have a proxy that has key char-
acteristics of simulated crowd flow, but is less expensive to generate.
Proxy Crowd Flow. Using proxy crowd flow, we aim to capture two major
features of SF crowd flow: that (1) agents rely on the shortest path, and (2) as
agents move closer to their goal, they become clustered with other agents, which
causes congestion at bottlenecks and increases crowd flow closer to goals. The
average mean absolute error between proxy and SF crowd flow across 600 varied
goal, environment, and agent scenarios is 0.073 ± 0.025. In the context of the
visualization, each primary/secondary color occupies 60◦ of the hue spectrum,
and this error translates to an expected hue error of 26.28◦ ± 9◦ for each pixel,
which is very small. A visual comparison between proxy and SF crowd flows can
be found in the Supplementary Material.

Given raw input X = [A,G,E], the proxy crowd flow is generated using
Alg. 1. Each agent in A has its shortest path of cells planned to its goal (line
3), and has its path overlaid onto a frequency matrix F (line 5). The frequency
matrix is then used to produce the latter feature of SF crowd flow by clustering
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Algorithm 1 Proxy crowd flow generation procedure.

1: F← [0]n×n

2: for (i, j) ∈ A
∣∣ Ai,j = 1 do

3: path← ShortestPathToClosestGoal(i, j)
4: for (a, b) ∈ path do
5: Fa,b ← Fa,b + 1

6: Y ← [0]n×n

7: for (i, j) ∈ F do
8: groupSize← log(1 + Fi,j)
9: group← GetClosestCells(i, j, groupSize)

10: for (a, b) ∈ group do
11: Ya,b ← Ya,b + Fi,j

agents (line 9) and increasing crowd flow closer to goals (line 11). Function
GetClosestCells returns a set of groupSize-many cells with closest path distance
to cell (i, j). The proxy crowd flow is generated under the crowd scenario where
there is a single goal in the environment and agents are uniformly distributed.
It takes little over 2 hours to generate the same 7,800 scenarios as the SF crowd
flow (167 hours).

4.2 Real-World Datasets

NARF Dataset. We evaluate our model on real-world environments with sim-
ulated crowd flows. These environments include King’s Cross, Prentice Women’s
Hospital, University of Economics Vienna’s Library and Learning Centre, and
Tate Britain. The environments are non-axis-aligned real-world floorplans (NARF),
and serve to evaluate the ability for our models, which were trained only on axis-
aligned environments, to generalize.
Stanford Crowd Flow. The Stanford crowd trajectory dataset [1] provides
a large set of real pedestrian trajectories collected at a train station of size
25m × 100m for 12 × 2 hours (totally 12 days, for each day, 7:00 a.m. to 8:00
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. are recorded) by a set of distributed cameras.
We follow the same data processing strategy introduced in [32] to retrieve the
pedestrians’ trajectories and the environment layout. We select the data of the
first day and choose 5 minutes as the time interval to bin the two-hour data by.

4.3 Evaluation Protocols

Qualitative Evaluation. We use a visualization scheme for comparing two
types of crowd flows (typically ground truth and predictions). For example,
in Fig. 3, the first two columns show the CAGE input, where the white-blue
gradient corresponds to G, the transparent-to-red gradient corresponds to A,
and the black pixels show where E is non-navigable. The next two columns
show crowd flow using the jet gradient, and the following column computes
the signed difference by subtracting the third column from the fourth column,
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Fig. 4: Model performance on SF crowd flows for synthetic environment (first two
rows) and real-world floorplan (last row).

PanLPX PanLSF PanLSF+

CR-Train 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Flow-Train Proxy Proxy Proxy SF SF SF SF SF SF + MGNU SF + MGNU SF + MGNU SF + MGNU
Flow-Test Proxy SF Stanford Proxy SF MGNU NARF Stanford SF MGNU NARF Stanford

LoS A 0.0186 0.0707 0.0160 0.0665 0.0250 0.0336 0.0672 0.0141 0.0200 0.0084 0.0514 0.0142
LoS B 0.0179 0.0777 0.0151 0.0720 0.0261 0.0341 0.0649 0.0149 0.0216 0.0088 0.0537 0.0144
LoS C 0.0167 0.0752 0.0162 0.0700 0.0256 0.0346 0.0635 0.0152 0.0215 0.0099 0.0544 0.0145
LoS D 0.0161 0.0738 0.0172 0.0700 0.0254 0.0345 0.0607 0.0158 0.0222 0.0095 0.0546 0.0148
LoS E 0.0147 0.0732 N/A 0.0711 0.0250 0.0326 0.0594 N/A 0.0221 0.0121 0.0546 N/A
LoS F 0.0143 0.0722 N/A 0.0732 0.0241 0.0346 0.0570 N/A 0.0220 0.0095 0.0542 N/A

Table 1: Average Mean Absolute Error of models trained without compression.

where negative values are false negatives (FN) that underpredict crowd flow, and
positive values are false positives (FP) that produce phantom crowd flow where
there should be either less or none. The signed difference is visualized using a
blue-white-red gradient, where FN is blue, perfect accuracy is white, and FP is
red.
Quantitative Evaluation. We use the widely-adopted Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) for quantitative evaluation [51,24,44,27]
[15,42,45,23]. For each test scenario, we calculate the MAE and MSE of each
test data point and then average over all test data points in that test set. We
choose MAE to report instead of MSE because MSE is often being criticized for
throwing the scale off and penalizing more for outliers, it is also biased towards
higher deviations. In general MAE is more robust compared to MSE.

5 Experiments and Evaluation

5.1 Varied Density and No Compression

Level of Service (LoS) [9] describes flow relationships with respect to volume
or density in a pedestrian environment. Six Levels of Service are defined (A to
F) from sparse to dense crowds. We use the following LoS density conditions
for evaluating our models: A ≤ 0.27 agents/m2, 0.31 < B ≤ 0.43, C ≤ 0.72,
D ≤ 1.08, E ≤ 2.17, F > 2.17. We have trained a model PanLPX using proxy
crowd flow data from LoS A to F (train-test split of 12k : 3k with equal parts
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per LoS). The qualitative and quantitative results are presented in Fig. 2 and
Tab. 1 respectively. Model PanLPX performs well across all density levels.

5.2 Varied Compression Rate with Varied Density

PanLPX CR1.25 CR1.5 CR1.75 CR2 PanCR

CR-Train 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 1∼2
Flow-Train Proxy Proxy Proxy Proxy Proxy Proxy
Flow-Test Proxy Proxy Proxy Proxy Proxy Proxy

LoS A 0.0728 0.0346 0.0358 0.0357 0.1270 0.0322
LoS B 0.0582 0.0312 0.0320 0.0326 0.1147 0.0289
LoS C 0.0509 0.0296 0.0300 0.0308 0.1248 0.0269
LoS D 0.0475 0.0274 0.0279 0.0285 0.1345 0.0248
LoS E 0.0402 0.0232 0.0237 0.0241 0.0997 0.0210
LoS F 0.0389 0.0212 0.0224 0.0211 0.0795 0.0211

CR 1.0 0.0164 0.0190 0.0201 0.0261 0.1011 0.0167
CR 1.25 0.0433 0.0247 0.0255 0.0280 0.1057 0.0236
CR 1.5 0.0577 0.0288 0.0293 0.0291 0.1097 0.0273
CR 1.75 0.0667 0.0321 0.0326 0.0301 0.1128 0.0298
CR 2.0 0.0728 0.0348 0.0355 0.0313 0.1415 0.0317

Table 2: Average Mean Absolute Error of
models trained with CAGE under different
compression rate (CR).

Given an environment En×n that has
been CAGE-encoded into En′×n′

, Com-
pression Rate (CR) is defined as n/n′.
We evaluate CAGE and the effect of
compression rate on proxy crowd flow
prediction for crowds of varied density
levels (LoS A to F). We first train in-
dependent models on data with each
of the following compression rates
{1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0}. The models
are PanLPX , CR1.25, CR1.5, CR1.75,
and CR2 respectively (train-test split
is 12k : 3k with equal parts per LoS).
We test the 5 models on all com-
pression rates. The results shown in
Tab. 2 indicate that models trained
with samples from CR 1.25 and CR
1.75 perform better across compression rates, alluding to the benefits of a model
trained across different compression rates.

Following these observations, we train a model on a dataset of all compression
rates and all density levels (train-test split is 18k : 3k with equal parts per CR and
LoS). The qualitative results of this multi-density and multi-compression-rate
model (PanCR) can be found in Fig. 3. We also compare PanCR with the models
trained on a single compression rate quantitatively in Tab. 2. Model PanCR is
able to successfully predict proxy crowd flow across different environment sizes
and crowd densities.

5.3 Results on Simulated Crowd Flow

Substitute Proxy with Simulated. Using model PanLSF , we evaluate the
performance of our approach on Social Force simulated crowd flows for all density
levels on environments with a compression rate of 1 (train-test split is 7.2k : 0.6k
with equal parts per LoS). Qualitative results are shown in the first row of
Fig. 4, and a quantitative comparison between PanLPX and PanLSF can be
seen in Tab. 1. Our model achieves high performance on the SF crowd flow
prediction task, showing results that we theorized to be more difficult to achieve
than for proxy crowd flow. This finding indicates that our approach is applicable
to realistic and complex simulated crowd flows.
Multi-Goal and Non-Uniform Scenario (MGNU). We further explore the
model’s capability for more complex crowd scenarios, where agents or people in
the crowd are targeting different goals simultaneously and are initially clustered
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instead of being uniformly distributed (MGNU scenarios). We test PanLSF ,
which was trained with only SF flows for single goals and uniform agent dis-
tributions, on 600 cases of SF simulated MGNU scenarios. We also trained a
model PanLSF+with the same amount of total data but 50% being SF flows for
single goals and uniform agents, and the other 50% being SF flows for multiples
goals and clustered agents. The quantitative comparison between PanLSF and
PanLSF+ can be seen in Tab. 1. PanLSF+ performs better than PanLSF on
the more challenging MGNU scenarios, while still performing well on the single-
goal and uniform distribution scenarios. The qualitative results are shown in the
second row of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5: Model PanLSF+ on real-world crowd flows (Stanford Crowd Trajectory
dataset).

5.4 Results on Real-World Data

Tab. 1 and Fig. 4 illustrate the prediction performance of our models on the
NARF dataset. Though trained with only axis-aligned crowd configurations,
our model generalizes well to non-axis-aligned unseen real environments. We
test PanLPX , PanLSF and PanLSF+ on Stanford Crowd Trajectory dataset.

Input Di�erenceGround Truth Prediction

Fig. 6: Crowd flow prediction for different
bottleneck widths.

The quantitative results can be
found in Tab. 1 and the qualita-
tive results of PanLSF+ can be seen
in Fig. 5. PanLSF+ reproduces the
crowd movement patterns exhibited
in real crowds at different density
levels. PanLPX (trained with proxy
crowd flows) also achieved compa-
rable performance, indicating that
proxy crowd flows are adequate for
gaining a general understanding of
real crowd flows. More results on
Stanford Crowd Trajectory dataset
can be found in the Supplementary Material.

5.5 Case Study

We demonstrate the potential of our prediction platform to be used as part of
computer-aided design pipelines. In this simple study, we use PanLSF+ to in-
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vestigate the change in predicted crowd flow in a simple egress scenario through
a bottleneck that gradually widens, where the goal is centered on the right side
of the bottleneck (Fig. 6). The results are consistent with our expectation that
widening the bottleneck would decrease congestion, and the result for an inac-
cessible goal (top) is quite surprising, since no training data has been provided
for this scenario.

6 Conclusion

We have formulated the novel task of long-term crowd flow prediction and pro-
posed the first deep framework for instantly and accurately predicting long-term
crowd movement patterns (crowd flow) in scenarios involving complex environ-
ments of any size and crowds varying in both density and configuration. These
include sparse crowds which require the prediction of microscopic features of
individuals, extremely dense crowds which are prohibitively challenging for cur-
rent methods, and heterogeneous crowds with different destinations. Central to
our approach are a novel CAGE representation which facilitates the efficient, loss-
less encoding of environments, and a modified SegNet architecture for crowd flow
prediction. We have developed a novel dataset of synthetic environments and two
forms of crowd flows (dynamically simulated crowd flows and statically derived
proxy crowd flows) for model training and evaluation, offsetting the challenges
of obtaining sufficient data from real human crowds. This dataset acts as a gate-
way into a new and exciting crowds research area within computer vision and
establishes the baseline for others to compare their advancements against. Our
models are able to accurately and efficiently predict proxy and simulated crowd
flow across a large variety of environments and crowd contexts, while also gen-
eralizing to new situations (i.e., real crowd flows and real environments). Two
valuable insights from our experiments are that (1) training on proxy crowd
flows yields similar predictive accuracy to training on simulated crowd flows for
a real-world dataset and (2) training our model on axis-aligned, rectangular en-
vironments provides a surprisingly good transfer to testing on never-before-seen,
non-axis-aligned environments (Tab. 1).
Limitations and Future Work. CAGE can handle arbitrarily large axis-aligned
environments, but makes no guarantee to successfully compress any axis-aligned
environment into a pre-defined size. Although it facilitates the accurate predic-
tion of potential congestion areas in an environment and is thus adequate for
applications (e.g. crowd and disaster management), CAGE-decoding may cause
aliasing artifacts on the crowd flow.
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